TRAVEL &
HOSPITALITY
42% of travelers wish to continue traveling
internationally, while 20% are ready to travel
more than they did before the crisis. Global
enthusiasm for travel prevails despite the
pandemic-induced pause!
The T&H industry is resilient, competitive, and
always in demand. This edition aims to empower
readers decipher the latest Travel & Hospitality
trends to deliver guest experiences everyone
now expects.
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“

Every industry anticipates a dip in revenues due to fall of demand at some point by spotting
certain trends – economic, social and otherwise. The pandemic caught most of them off guard.
While most of the industries were looking at short to midterm drop in demand, travel and
hospitality sector came to a grinding halt.
Though there are signs of revival globally, multiple nations still have travel restrictions. As the
pandemic changes course dynamically, the industry has adopted to the changed stakeholder and
customer demands. Broadly from the industry perspective aspects related to revenues and capital
expenditure went on a reversal.
While casual and holiday travel entirely stopped, business travel
changed gears and turned virtual. Driving a good chunk of the
business, the MICE category went through a transformation of
sorts. The entire format went virtual. Every events’ workflow turned
digital, from registration & logistics to networking & exhibition
booths. The new competitor to a huge ball room in a grand hotel
suddenly became a video-conferencing technology platform. The
landscape and filters of a good venue changed from great visual
elements and ambience to seamless virtual environments with a
stable network!

Rakesh Ramchandani
Sr. VP & Head –
Travel & Hospitality

Technology is often responsible for changing business models of
industries. Very rarely if ever though, we will see that sudden
adoption of a new forced way of life changing the business model
of such a huge industry. These transformations in the sector are
here to stay and I am optimistic that the industry will maintain its
hybrid stature henceforth.

As the world warms up to travelling again, it is bound to be anxiety driven given the pandemic
backdrop. Contactless technologies and flexible offerings will be highly-coveted among travelers
for the foreseeable future. Guests have grown cautious and look forward to the certainty of past
pleasant stays rather than seeking new experiences. As a result, guest experiences and loyalty
programs will be the primary modes for ensuring repeat customers.
As businesses continue their rapid adoption to these changes, hospitality technology service
providers will continue to see the upside. In past few months the T&H team at Cybage has seen
unprecedented growth and has long surpassed the pre-pandemic levels. Any given point in time,
we are working on 30+ distinct projects. Businesses are often reaching out to Cybage for
optimizing their offerings and leveraging previously unexplored trends to pick up potential
demand.
With this T&H Magazine, we hope to enable every team member to see the T&H practice beyond
individual projects in this remote work environment. The world is vast, and so is the resilient T&H
industry.

“

The T&H industry has been evolving for many centuries. We are finally into the era of technology
consolidation, from taking care of travelers to indulging in luxury offerings to modernizing travels.
It has been a journey of technological advancement and operational front to evaluate variations
for fulfilling guest expectations.
The T&H space has five segments: Lodging, Airlines, Car Rentals, Events & Meetings, and Activities
spaces. All of them are picking up an excellent pace to catch up with the transforming world. The
distribution network plays a vital role in this industry due to very low shelf life of the inventory.
With around 40+ active T&H clients, a dedicated workforce of 1000+ T&H technologists & 20+ SMEs,
Cybage has a global presence and is spread across all segments.

Cybage spread across the T&H industry
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The T&H industry of today: As defined by global trends!
TECHNICAL TRENDS
IoT

Chatbots

It enables automation of check-in process,
personalized smart rooms, smarter airports,
improved airport experience, smoother car
rental pickup & drops, and so much more.
Together all these improvements help the
industry to deliver better service.

Answering queries 24/7 while maintaining
the
turnaround
time
is
extremely
challenging. Chatbots as an emerging
technology that can answer the most oftenasked questions without human intervention.

AI
Along with marketing automation, AI
provides
data-driven
context-sensitive
personalization. AI solutions interact with the
customer carry out loyalty and sentiment
analysis for hospitality brands to gauge how
the loyalty programs are faring.

VR, AR & Video Streaming
In the virtualization race, the travel industry
has started adapting the VR and AR
technologies and has helped players build
effective connections with their customer
base. Specific to the Event industry, it has
managed to survive and maintained its
growth path by adapting the technologies to
support virtual events. It is now heading
effectively to support hybrid events.

OPERATIONAL TRENDS
Financialization in Travel

Contactless Experience

Quick payment experience with QR code,
contactless payments, wallet payments,
Book now pay later, Split payment, partial
payment, and payments in traveler’s base
currency are a few of the financialization
initiatives around the industry.

Across the T&H industry, contactless
experience has been an ask but has been on
the back burner for a long time. The
prevailing industry conditions have forced
players for aggressive initiatives around
contactless experience, be it check-in,
payments, dining orders, car rental, airport
movements pickups, and more.

Comprehensive connected products
Pandemic has generated a need for
brands to break traditional silos and
develop a comprehensive related product
offering. To achieve this enhancement of
the entire digital ecosystem to cater to
greater integration will be the crucial goal
of travel tech giants.

Rise of new tourism types
Prevailing travel limitations have given
rise to various travel patterns to cater to
the needs of traveler's keen to explore
travel options. Bleisure, Transformative,
Experience, Solo & Wellness travel are a
few options that have recently seen a
substantial rise.

Redefining customer and brand
relationship
As the travel industry evolves, so do the
expectations.
Today,
the
top
guest
expectations are:
▪ Excellent service
▪ A great experience during trip planning
& booking
▪ Better reviews
▪ An innovative loyalty program
To be competitive in the market, fulfilling
these expectations is on the top priority list
of Industry players.
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When the Tech Bell Jingles
Answering the call for shifting guest expectations
and growing travel challenges

Lingering disruption and challenges have led the travel and hospitality sector to struggle. Social
distancing, mask mandates, and vaccination requirements have caused consumers to change
their travel patterns. Being unprepared for the incoming demands is not an option in the peak
seasons, especially since people's opinions on the pandemic vary widely. This makes segmentation
difficult and results in various demands, all influenced by safety and relaxation needs. And these
perspectives played a large part in their vacation planning. They define everything, from how
much they will spend to where they will go. And even how they will get there.
Let us take a look at the business challenges faced by the Travel & Hospitality industry:

DIFFERENTIATING THE BRAND
Post-pandemic brands are scrambling to offer better than the best in hopes of catching their
audience's attention. This brings us to the first challenge the travel industry faces- Brand
Differentiation. Whether it's an airplane seat, a hotel room, or a car rental, brands out there all offer
the exact same product. Several travel companies and OTAs have established their brands in a
particular niche. They use honeymoons, weddings, or adventure holidays as their primary appeal,
portraying themselves as destination-specific specialists.
The hyper-relevant geo-targeted niche sites are better equipped to satisfy additional demands for
localized markets. Businesses looking to enter such markets can focus on:

▪ Attentively localizing content language
▪ Customizing payment options using regional systems
▪ Localizing the registration process

ENHANCING THE GUEST
EXPERIENCE

OPTIMIZING ACQUISITION AND RETENTION
COSTS

Companies are struggling to offer
better guest experiences. With stricter
regulations and anxious travelers, the
tourism landscape is in flux. Travelers
expect solutions that make them feel
safe, offer flexibility, and allow them
the escape they are searching.
Integrating with airports, authorities,
and travel-related organizations will
deliver a seamless experience possible
to fulfill this tall order.

The guests' journey doesn't stop when they arrive
at the hotel— nurturing relationships with guests
during and after their stay is essential. Why?
Because repeat guests skip some stages in the
guest journey, the acquisition cost is much lower
than a brand new booking. Guest retention starts
immediately after a booking is completed.
Leveraging data analytics and insights can help
make guests feel welcomed. Integrated CRM
solutions also facilitate personalized interactions.

BUILDING GUEST LOYALTY
STAYING CONNECTED WITH
THE GUESTS
Meandering dialogue can often drive
away guests, especially when they can
find other providers easily. AI-powered
engines can help businesses stay in
touch with their guests. They can
enable
more
streamlined
communication, whether it is about
solving queries potential guests have or
guiding current guests through the
processes. In addition to being
connected with the guests, these
solutions can help deliver value, helping
stay relevant and to the point.

OPTIMIZING ACQUISITION
AND RETENTION COSTS
The guests' journey doesn't stop when
they arrive at the hotel— nurturing
relationships with guests during and
after their stay is essential. Why?
Because repeat guests skip some
stages in the guest journey, the
acquisition cost is much lower than a
brand new booking. Guest retention
starts immediately after a booking is
completed. Leveraging data analytics
and insights can help make guests feel
welcomed. Integrated CRM solutions
also
facilitate
personalized
interactions.

This brings us to the next challenge businesses
increasingly face- brand loyalty. Today, brand
loyalty is more apparent as referrals than returning
guests. Referrals are signs guests enjoyed their
stays. They want to share their happy experiences
with friends and family, ultimately encouraging
them to try the services themselves. Brand loyalty
and guest referrals go hand in hand. Every guest
interaction is an opportunity to create brand
loyalty. Offering reward points and delivering
seamless, personalized experiences are great ways
to start. A business can lower its financial burden
when acquiring new guests by rewarding current
guests. And loyal guests often interact, creating an
ideal environment for further promotion!

IN CONCLUSION
Travel brands are getting increasingly smarter when
adapting to consumers' expectations. Airlines are
allowing passengers to check-in online, view their
boarding passes on their phones, and provide Wi-Fi on
the flights. Even hospitality is transforming – from
finding hotels to checking in to unlocking rooms.
Planning the entire stay is now possible digitally.
As travel is an inherently mobile enterprise, consumers
expect brands to use their phones to offer enriching
travel experiences. Travel companies are developing
new, creative solutions to fulfill new expansions. Travel
and hospitality businesses need to fortify their offerings
and broaden their reach, with technology offering
several avenues for ensuring comfort!

Top 5 Trends That Will
Drive Travel Decisions for
the Foreseeable Future
Globalization and affordable travel have led
to tourists and business travelers. It also
means that the consumers come from a wide
variety of backgrounds. And an equally broad
set of goals for their travels! The travel and
hospitality trends and customers' demands
are constantly changing. Failing to adapt to
them can result in a dramatic drop in
success. Customers are more aware than
ever before. They have more avenues for their
research than ever before. And they also have
more options than before.

So, what makes the travelers tick? Here are
FIVE trends that drive consumer demand:

ESSENTIALISM & PERSONALIZATION:
A DICHOTOMY FOR USER EXPERIENCE
Providers are offering guests unique guest
experiences that also give back to local
communities meaningfully. This demand is
often underscored by the rise in preference
for personalized holidays The new
consumer wants a scaled-back guest
experience with only the essential
hospitality elements. And as a result,
businesses are going the extra mile to
greet their guests with a personal touch.
Far beyond merely adding names to
emails, data enables hotels to tailor their
offers and promotions.

HEALTH MATTERS: WELLBEING,
WELLNESS, & SUSTAINABILITY
Travel companies must now excite and
attract their customers along with
reassuring them. This will mean giving the
consumers
greater
control
and
authenticity, taking a customer-centric
approach. Many of the last few years'
additions (such as sanitizing stations) will
stay, third-party health and wellness
ratings become commonplace. Add to that
the consumer preference for sustainability
and wellness. These will all bring together
packages with reduced wastage, lower
carbon emissions, recycling, water savings,
and more.

CONTACTLESS TRANSACTIONS
(& EVERYTHING ELSE!)
Companies are struggling to offer better
guest experiences. With stricter regulations
and anxious travelers, the tourism
landscape is in flux. Travelers expect
solutions that make them feel safe, offer
flexibility, and allow them the escape they
are searching. Integrating with airports,
authorities,
and
travel-related
organizations will deliver a seamless
experience possible to fulfill this tall order.

A MICE-SPECIAL DEMAND: HYBRID EVENTS
Post the comeback of full-fledged live events, technology will likely continue to
augment corporate occasions, offering better geographic reach and increased
convenience. In addition, a well-managed hybrid event also translates to a less
crowded, sustainable experience with minimal wastage. These events rely heavily
on intelligent digital collaboration and the future is expected to bring exciting,
interactive, and experiential events.

THE MCOMMERCE SHIFT
Currently, 81% of the world's population uses smartphones and the mobile usage
for online transactions is only increasing. Travel companies must improve their
mobile investment to capitalize on this shift. But, it is also important to remember
travel planning and booking is a high-anxiety,
non-linear process with various touchpoints. There needs to be a multi-device
strategy in place to engage the guests at every touchpoint. Mobile should not be
considered a mere channel but one part of a seamless multi-device journey.
Essentially, a shift from mobile-first to omnichannel is in order for boosting
revenue.

CONCLUSION
These are unprecedented times, and consumers' expectations have undergone an
equally unprecedented shift. The continued market volatility and disrupted
business models call for rapid evolutions from the industry. Travel, airlines, and
hospitality providers must keep pace and provide agile, real-time, and connected
offerings for travelers. They will need to deliver engaging customer experiences
that inspire stronger loyalty from customers.

